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Exam Instructions. You will have 90 minutes to complete this exam. The number of points corresponds to the 
number of minutes you should spend on each problem. Work the problems in your blue books. Use one blue book 
for Part I of the exam and one blue book for Part II of the exam. Show all of your work and reasoning – partial credit 
will be awarded on all questions. If you have a lot of scratch-throughs or computations, please circle your answer. 
Work quickly and try not to leave any questions unanswered. 
 

 
 
 
 

Note: Making reference to a Stata command is usually NOT a complete answer – though it may get you partial 
credit For full credit, you must explain conceptually why your choice of a particular command is correct. 

 
 

You MUST stop writing IMMEDIATELY when time is called. 
 

Five (5) points will be deducted for the first and second warning to stop writing. 
Continuing to write after two warnings constitutes exam misconduct 

and will result in a score of zero (0) for the exam. 
 
 

Good Luck!! 
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Part I 
 
Crime is a serious concern in most American cities. A study recently attempted to determine 
what factors tend to increase the crime rate, which is defined as the number of crimes that are 
committed per 100,000 inhabitants per year. The study team collected data from 933 U.S. cities 
for this project. Table I contains the data for this part of the exam. 
 
For each question, please show any calculations you made when formulating your answer. 
 

Where appropriate, you should formally state the hypothesis or hypotheses you are testing. 
 
1. (5 points) Using regression (8): Does the percentage of families with 2 or more workers 

affect the crime rate per 100,000 inhabitants? 
 
2. (5 points) Explain the meaning of the coefficient on SOUTH in regression (11). Be as 

specific as possible about the value of the coefficient and what it measures. 
 
3. (10 points) Is region an important predictor of crimes per 100,000 inhabitants? Use whatever 

regression or regressions are appropriate to answer this question. 
 

4. (10 points) Using regression (11): How much does crime per 100,000 inhabitants increase or 
decrease for a one unit increase in the median age? Evaluate this for a city with a median age 
of 28 years. 

 
5. (5 points) What explains the change in magnitude of the age coefficient between regressions 

(8) and (9)? What can we infer about age from this change in magnitude? 
 
6. (5 points) In regression (11) the standard errors are calculated the standard way (i.e., they are 

not robust standard errors). Here is a plot of the observations by median household income 
and crime rate per 100,000 households. What will happen to (a) the size of the coefficients 
and (b) the standard errors in regression (11) if it is re-run with robust standard errors? 
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7. (5 points) You have run the following model in Stata:  
 

reg crimrate age perwhite medhhinc uerate perfamnw 
 
You then run the following post-regression analyses: 
 
. vif 
 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
    perfamnw |      5.78    0.173075 
         age |      3.70    0.270161 
    medhhinc |      2.90    0.345119 
      uerate |      1.71    0.584834 
    perwhite |      1.31    0.761849 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      3.08 
 
. corr crimrate age perwhite medhhinc uerate perfamnw  
(obs=933) 
 
             | crimrate      age perwhite medhhinc   uerate perfamnw 
-------------+------------------------------------------------------ 
    crimrate |   1.0000 
         age |  -0.0455   1.0000 
    perwhite |  -0.4845   0.2005   1.0000 
    medhhinc |  -0.4022   0.1020   0.3679   1.0000 
      uerate |   0.3001  -0.1513  -0.3435  -0.4728   1.0000 
    perfamnw |   0.3254   0.5648  -0.2515  -0.6035   0.4271   1.0000 
 
Interpret the meaning of these two analyses. 
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Part II 
 
 
Previous researchers have studied crime rates using historical data from San Francisco covering 
the period 1940 – 2004 (65 years). The study director procured the San Francisco dataset and ran 
the following regression: 
 

reg crimrate age perwhite medhhinc uerate perfamnw 
 
 

1. (5 points) After the regression command, the researcher had Stata calculate the Durbin-
Watson statistic, which was found to be 2.59. 

 
Are the coefficients found using this regression the best linear unbiased estimate of the 
relationship between crime rate and these variables? 
 
• If yes, why did they calculate the Durbin-Watson statistic? 
• If no, why not? 

 
 
2. (10 points – 2.5 points for each bullet) Continuing with this example, let’s assume that the 

researcher found positive serial correlation in the data and then decided to run the Cochrane-
Orcutt procedure to correct for this problem. 

 
• If you found positive serial correlation, what do we know about the size of the Durbin-

Watson statistic, as calculated BEFORE running the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure? 
 

AFTER the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure was run, what would you expect to be true 
regarding: 
 
• The size of the coefficients? 
• The size of the standard errors? 
• The size of Durbin-Watson statistic and its level of significance? 
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TABLE I 
Dependent Variable: Crime Rate – Crimes Per 100,000 Inhabitants 

Unit of Observation: U.S. Cities 
(Standard errors in parenthesis) 

 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

constant 
7141.561 
(95.124) 

7978.639 
(610.201) 

10120.850 
(1875.762) 

12640.550 
(1648.569) 

11654.920 
(1586.032) 

10931.700 
(1626.492) 

10134.040 
(1658.63) 

6512.281 
(2807.347) 

2426.078 
(2844.255) 

2388.121 
(2842.364) 

660.070 
(3056.027) 

age  
-33.094 

(23.830) 
-182.361 

(125.871) 
56.636 

(111.077) 
220.633 

(108.162) 
211.212 

(108.107) 
205.828 

(107.877) 
233.612 

(109.179) 
410.701 

(111.412) 
404.023 

(111.420) 
495.895 

(112.961) 

age2   
2.491 

(2.063) 
-0.290 

(1.813) 
-2.921 

(1.764) 
-2.709 

(1.765) 
-3.927 

(1.837) 
-4.383 

(1.858) 
-6.512 

(1.861) 
-6.421 

(1.860) 
-7.746 

(1.892) 

perwhite    
-8373.545 
(496.052) 

-6792.230 
(507.65) 

-6598.542 
(516.525) 

-6307.039 
(530.383) 

-6515.613 
(545.770) 

-7541.964 
(563.907) 

-7709.723 
(574.260) 

-7257.145 
(621.669) 

medhhinc     
-0.154 

(0.017) 
-0.139 

(0.019) 
-0.095 

(0.027) 
-0.094 

(0.027) 
-0.168 

(0.029) 
-0.174 

(0.029) 
-0.182 
(0.03) 

uerate      
6366.407 

(3264.787) 
2197.711 

(3719.242) 
4506.188 

(3986.936) 
11612.600 
(4099.277) 

10365.600 
(4178.066) 

8660.110 
(4551.756) 

perfamnw       
7856.315 

(3383.974) 
12698.95 

(4540.058) 
8944.314 

(4505.601) 
8754.326 

(4504.174) 
10317.800 
(4565.663) 

perfam2w        
4738.559 

(2964.742) 
2571.523 

(2935.753) 
2349.055 

(2937.352) 
3647.141 

(3028.079) 

perhspls         
6203.050 

(1056.122) 
7595.403 

(1398.694) 
4855.711 

(1601.932) 

perclpls          
-1899.613 

(1252.293) 
-449.870 

(1317.632) 

ncent           
1147.654 
(260.718) 

south           
785.158 

(269.513) 

west           
1269.215 
(293.657) 

R2 0.0000 0.0021 0.0036 0.2375 0.2984 0.3013 0.3053 0.3072 0.3322 0.3338 0.3502 
Adj. R2 0.0000 0.0010 0.0015 0.2350 0.2954 0.2975 0.3008 0.3020 0.3264 0.3273 0.3418 

RSS* 0 16266337.7 28561509.2 1868800000 2347900000 2370400000 2402200000 2417300000 2613500000 2626500000 2755700000 
N 933 933 933 933 933 933 933 933 933 933 933 

 
* Regression sum of squares; also called model sum of squares. 
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Variable Definitions 

 
age Median age of residents 
age2 Median age of residents squared 
perwhite Percentage of population that is white 
medhhinc Median household income 
uerate Unemployment rate 
perfamnw Percentage of families with no workers 
perfam2w Percentage of families with 2 or more workers 

perhspls 
Percent of the population 25 or older with a high 
school diploma 

perclpls 
Percent of the population 25 or older with a college 
diploma 

ne 1 = City is in New England region, 0 otherwise 
ncent 1 = City is in the North Central region, 0 otherwise 
south 1 = City is in the Southern region, 0 otherwise 
west 1 = City is in the Western region, 0 otherwise 

 
Note: the region variables NE, NCENT, SOUTH, and West 
are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. 
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Part III 
 
As you are all well aware, terrorism is a significant concern to the United States and many other 
countries. Very little research has focused on the organizational correlates of “lethality” – that is, 
what factors tend to lead terrorist groups to kill more people. The firm of Asal & Rethemeyer, 
DST1, has extracted data from the Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism (MIPT) 
database on terrorist attacks to study this issue. Each observation represents a group. On the next 
page you will find “raw” Stata output from a regression that correlates the natural log of total 
fatalities between 1998 and 2005 with a set of other factors identified in the terrorism literature 
(see variable definitions on the next page). 
 
1. (5 points) Should you use Regression 1 or 2 for this section of the exam? Justify your answer 

carefully and fully. 
 
2. (5 points) Using whichever regression is appropriate answer this question: Do groups that 

have a religious ideology tend to kill more people? Formulate a hypothesis and interpret your 
results. Explain what the coefficient you tested means substantively. 

 
3. (5 points) What type of variable is AgeSize100? Interpret its coefficient (assume that it is 

statistically significant of the purposes of this question). You may wish to use a graph to 
answer this question. 

 
4. (5 points) Using whichever regression is appropriate answer this question: Which three 

variables have the largest impact on fatalities? Carefully explain your answer. 
 
5. (5 points) Let’s say that we had data for the Sadr Brigades on all of the independent variables 

in Regression 2 but did not have a tally of the organization’s fatalities. Evaluate how well 
this model would be able to predict the Sadr Brigades’ level of fatality over the period 1998-
2005. 

 
6. (5 points) Instead of having data on aggregate fatalities from 1998 to 2005, another 

researcher has constructed a dataset that breaks down fatalities by year so that we have data 
on each group in the current dataset for each year between 1998 and 2005 (inclusive). Name 
at least two issues that can occur with data of this type, how you would deal with those 
issues, and why you selected the corrective procedure that you did. 

 

                                                 
1 DST = Desperately Seeking Tenure 
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Regression 1            
 
. reg  lnFatals EnPerCap AlQaeda ContainEthno ContainRelig OrgAge StateSponD 
StrenMore100 AgeSize100 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     360 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  8,   351) =   29.26 
       Model |  413.468425     8  51.6835531           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  620.036933   351  1.76648699           R-squared     =  0.4001 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.3864 
       Total |  1033.50536   359  2.87884501           Root MSE      =  1.3291 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    lnFatals |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    EnPerCap |  -.0306801   .0252257    -1.22   0.225    -.0802926    .0189324 
     AlQaeda |   5.530996   1.366926     4.05   0.000     2.842601    8.219392 
ContainEthno |   .2743654   .1558904     1.76   0.079    -.0322313    .5809622 
ContainRelig |   1.064048   .1644516     6.47   0.000     .7406131    1.387482 
      OrgAge |     .01229    .008292     1.48   0.139    -.0040182    .0285982 
  StateSponD |   .3696049   .2932647     1.26   0.208    -.2071722     .946382 
StrenMore100 |   1.665636   .2112346     7.89   0.000     1.250192    2.081081 
  AgeSize100 |  -.0094838   .0084145    -1.13   0.260     -.026033    .0070653 
       _cons |   .1902321   .1500877     1.27   0.206    -.1049522    .4854165 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
. hettest 
 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of lnFatals 
 
         chi2(1)      =   125.95 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
 
Regression 2            
 
. reg  lnFatals EnPerCap AlQaeda ContainEthno ContainRelig OrgAge StateSponD 
StrenMore100 AgeSize100, robust beta 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     360 
                                                       F(  7,   351) =       . 
                                                       Prob > F      =       . 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.4001 
                                                       Root MSE      =  1.3291 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
    lnFatals |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|                     Beta 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    EnPerCap |  -.0306801   .0273685    -1.12   0.263                 -.052627 
     AlQaeda |   5.530996   .4081412    13.55   0.000                 .1718078 
ContainEthno |   .2743654   .1711756     1.60   0.110                 .0786203 
ContainRelig |   1.064048   .2123902     5.01   0.000                 .2795227 
      OrgAge |     .01229   .0072757     1.69   0.092                 .3925463 
  StateSponD |   .3696049   .4221184     0.88   0.382                 .0564664 
StrenMore100 |   1.665636   .2759803     6.04   0.000                 .4174922 
  AgeSize100 |  -.0094838   .0073349    -1.29   0.197                -.3034595 
       _cons |   .1902321   .1291317     1.47   0.142                        . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Variable definitions 

 
 
lnFatals Natural log of total number of people killed by the group between 1998 and 20052 
EnPerCap Energy consumption per capita in the country that is primarily targeted by the group 
AlQaeda = 1 if the group is Al Qaeda, 0 otherwise 
ContainEthno = 1 if the group’s ideology contains an ethnonationlist component, 0 otherwise 
ContainRelig = 1 if the group’s ideology contains a religious component, 0 otherwise 
OrgAge Years since the organization was founded, as of 2005 (in whole years) 
StateSponD = 1 if the group has a state (e.g., country) sponsoring providing it funding 
StrenMore100 = 1 if the group is estimated to have more than 100 members 
AgeSize100 = OrgAge * StrenMore100 
 
Note: Groups may have a multi-dimensional ideology. For instance, a group may be 
simultaneously religious, ethnonationalist, and fascist in its orientation. 

                                                 
2 Technically, the transformation was ln(fatalities 1998-2005 + 1) to account for the groups that had no fatalities – since ln(0) is 
undefined. 


